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Evidencee for a base triple in the free HIV-1 TAR hairpin 
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Evidencee for  a base tripl e in the free HIV- 1 TAR RNA 

ABSTRACT T 

Wee propose the existence of a novel base triple in the HIV-1 TAR hairpin. This triple is 

supportedd by co-variation of loop residue 31 with residue 22, which is part of an unusual 

basee pair with U40 below the three-nucleotide bulge. A set of mutants was constructed 

too test the involvement of bases A22, U31 and U40 in a triple interaction. RNA structure 

probing,, trans-activation assays and structure modeling are consistent with the existence 

off  this base triple in a bent conformation of the free TAR element. However, disruption 

off  the base triple does not affect binding of a Tat-derived peptide. We therefore 

comparedd the structure of free and Tat-bound TAR RNA by foot printing and site-

specificc cross-linking analyses. These studies indicate that the Tat arginine-rich motif, in 

additionn to its known binding site at the bulge, is in close contact with U31 in the TAR 

loop.. Since binding of Tat to TAR is known to coincide with the formation of a base 

triplee with residues U23, A27 and U38, we hypothesize that Tat-binding and the 

associatedd straightening of TAR triggers the disruption of the (A22-U40)U31 triple. 
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INTRODUCTIO N N 

Thee HIV-1 Tat protein is a potent activator of transcription from the viral LTR promoter and 

iss essential for virus replication (Fisher et al., 1986;Dimitrov et al., 1993;Cullen, 1998). 

Trans-activationn is dependent on the interaction of Tat with the trans-acting responsive 

elementt (TAR), which is a 59 nt RNA hairpin present at the extreme 5' end of all HIV-1 

transcriptss (Muesing et al., 1987;Feng and Holland, 1988;Berkhout et al., 1989). The Tat-

TARR complex represents one of the most intensively studied RNA-protein interactions. 

Recombinantt Tat protein binds specifically to TAR in vitro (Dingwall et al., 1989), as do 

syntheticc peptides carrying the C-terminal arginine-rich domain of Tat (Weeks et al., 

1990;Weekss and Crothers, 1991;Weeks and Crothers, 1992). Through mutational analysis and 

chemicall  interference experiments, the Tat-binding site has been mapped to the three-

nucleotidee bulge and flanking base pairs in the TAR hairpin (Weeks et al., 1991 ;Berkhout and 

Jeang,, 1991;Churcher et al., 1993). The Tat-TAR binary complex recruits the Cyclin T 

subunitt of the P-TEFb complex, which associates with the apical loop of the TAR element 

(Weii  et al., 1998;Richter et al., 2002a;Richter et al., 2002b). This results in phosphorylation 

off  RNA polymerase II, which enhances transcriptional elongation at the LTR promoter 

(Marciniakk and Sharp, 1991;Parada and Roeder, 1996;Bieniasz et al., 1999). 

Thee structure of TAR RNA has been studied extensively, both in its free and Tat-bound 

form.. Free TAR has a relatively flexible structure due to the kink, or bend, introduced by the 

threee nucleotide bulge (Zacharias and Hagerman, 1995;Aboul-ela et al., 1996;A1 Hashimi et 

al.,, 2002). A recent NMR study demonstrated that the TAR hairpin can adopt two distinct 

conformationss in the absence of Tat (Long and Crothers, 1999). One conformer has the first 

bulgedd nucleotide, U23, stacked on top of the preceding A22-U40 base pair. The second 

conformerr has a bulge that extrudes from the helix, allowing the flanking stems to stack 

coaxiallyy as observed in the crystal structure (Ippolito and Steitz, 1998). This conformational 

versatilityy was confirmed in a recent study, which demonstrated that free TAR can sample 

conformationall  states with variable inter-helical bends (Al Hashimi et at., 2002). Distinct 

structuress have been suggested for the TAR loop and there is recent evidence that the apical 

loopp is stabilized by a cross-loop base pair between residues C30 and G34 (Colvin and 

Garcia-Bianco,, 1992;Critchley et al., 1993;Jaeger and Tinoco, Jr., 1993;Kulinski et al., 2003). 

Significantt structural changes in TAR have been observed upon binding of the complete 

Tatt protein, Tat-derived peptides and small molecular mimics such as argininamide. In 

general,, the changes induced by Tat or its derivatives are similar, since the specificity of Tat 

bindingg is mostly dictated by a single arginine residue (Calnan et al., 1991;Tao and Frankel, 
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1992).. Upon binding of Tat or a Tat-derivative, the bases in the bulge become unstacked and 

arcc extruded from the helical axis, which allows co-axial stacking of the two helical stems 

(Puglisii  et al., 1992;AbouI-ela et al., 1995;Long et al., 1999). This conformational change 

reducess the degree of bulge-induced bending such that TAR is straightened when bound by 

Tatt (Zacharias et al, 1995). Furthermore, the phosphate backbone along the three-nucleotide 

bulgee becomes inverted upon Tat binding, which is accompanied by the formation of a (A27-

U38)U233 base triple (Puglisi et al., 1992;Puglisi et al., 1993). Although the existence of the 

basee triple was questioned at first (Aboul-ela et al., 1996), it gained support from additional 

NMRR and molecular dynamics studies on the TAR hairpin of HIV-1 (Long et al., 1999;Nifosi 

ett al., 2000) and HIV-2 (Brodsky et al., 1998;Hennig and Williamson, 2000). 

Inn this study, we propose the existence of a novel base triple in the free TAR structure that 

iss different from the triple formed upon Tat-binding. The triple interaction in the free TAR 

RNAA coincides with the bent structure of the hairpin, which allows positioning of loop 

residuee U31 in proximity with the A22-U40 base pair below the bulge. We hypothesize that 

thee Tat protein disrupts this triple in the free TAR RNA by interacting with residue U31, 

straighteningg of the TAR hairpin and the formation of the known Tat-dependent (A27-

U30)U233 base triple. 
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RESULTS S 

Comparativee sequence analysis suggests the existence of a base tripl e with residues A22, 

U311 and U40 

Wee performed a comparative analysis of 722 TAR sequences from the Los Alamos HIV 

sequencee database and noticed a co-variation of loop position 31 with position 22, which is 

partt of an unusual base pair below the three-nucleotidc bulge (Figure 1). In most HIV-1 

isolates,, the 22-40 base pair is of the A-U type and loop residue 31 shows a marked 

preferencee for U (table 1). In some HIV-1 isolates of subtypes A and E the 22-40 base pair is 

G-UU and residue 31 shows a preference for C. Finally, all isolates of the O (outlier) group 

havee a G22-C40 base pair and always a C at position 31. In total, we scored 619 x U and only 

400 x C for residue 31 when there is an A at position 22 (A22-U40 base pair), and only 3 x U 

andd 58 x C when a G is present at position 22 (G22-U40 and G22-C40 base pairs). Such a 

coupledd co-variation between the residues at positions 22, 31 and 40 is indicative of either an 

alternativee secondary structure in which the residues interact as mutually exclusive base pairs 

orr of a base triple interaction (Gultyaev et al., 2000). Using the Mfold program, we found no 

evidencee for alternative secondary structures of TAR in which residues 22 and 31 interact 

directlyy (Zuker, 1989;Zuker and Turner, 1999;Mathews et al., 1999). The comparative 

sequencee analysis thus suggests the possibility of a base triple involving residues 22, 31 and 

40. . 
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Figur ee 1. Secondary structure models of TAR elements from different HIV-1 subtypes. Only the top 

partt of the hairpin is shown, with the subtype B isolate LA I on the left. The TAR structures found in 

subtypess A and H (group M) and all group O isolates have an A-U to G-C co-variation of base 22 with 

31.. The identity of the 22-40 base pair is A-U. G-U' or G-C. 
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Tablee 1. TAR sequence variation at positions 22, 31 and 40. 

3t-> > 
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_. . 
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. . 

Numberss in bold indicate Watson-Crick 

complementarityy between residues 22 and 31. 

Inn spite of the coupled co-variation between the 22-40 base pair and loop residue 31, 

wee observed that the Watson-Crick type complementarity is violated by mismatch mutations 

inn 6.2 % of the sequences analyzed. For comparison, mismatches in regular base pairs of the 

TARR stem occur between 0.3 % (e.g. A27-U38) and 4.6 % (e.g. C18-G44) within this set of 

sequences.. In fact, the mismatch frequency of 6.2 % is rather low compared to the relatively 

highh level of uncorrelated base changes associated with base triples in rRNA, tRNA and 

groupp I introns (Gautheret et al., 1995;Tanner et al., 1997;Babin et al., 1999). Thus, this 

comparativee sequence analysis presents strong phylogenetic support for a (22-40)31 base 

triplee in the HIV-1 TAR element. 

Sitee directed mutagenesis and RNA structure probing of the (A22~U40)U31 tripl e 

Too directly test the possibility that bases A22, U31 and U40 form a base triple, we constructed 

aa set of mutants in which the putative triple is either disrupted or substituted by a (G-C)C 

triplee (Figure 2A). Mutant 1 contains a U to C substitution at position 31, resulting in a 

mismatchh between positions 22 and 31. Mutant 2, also contains the U31C substitution and the 

A22-U400 base pair is substituted by G22-C40, which introduces the putative (G22-C40)C31 

basee triple observed in the O group of HIV-1 isolates. Mutant 3 contains the G22-C40 base 

pairr alone and in mutant 4 the A22-U40 base pair is reversed to U22-A40, resulting in a 

mismatchh between positions 22 and 31 in both mutants. 

Wee performed structure probing on the wild type and mutant TAR RNA using the 

chemicall  probes kethoxal, DMS and DEPC. The probing results with the wild type TAR are 

inn excellent agreement with the proposed secondary structure of TAR. The loop residues U31 

andd A35 react with DMS (Figure 2A lane 3, untreated control in lane 1), and G32 and G33 are 

accessiblee to kethoxal (Figure 2A, lane 2). Loop residues C30 and G34 are protected from 
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A A 

wtt 1 

255 2& 23 22 

Figuree 2. Chemical structure probing of wild type and mutant TAR RNA. (A) Autoradiograph of 

primerr extension reactions to map modified nucleotides. The wt and mutant TAR elements arc shown 

onn top. with substitutions marked in grey. TAR RNA was left untreated (-: lanes 1. 5. 9. 13 and 17) or 

incubatedd with kethoxal (KET; lanes 2. 6. 10. 14 and 18), DMS (lanes 3. 7, 11, 15 and 19) and DEPC 

(laness 4. 8. 12. 16 and 20). Nucleotides marked by arrows indicate positions where differential 

modificationn is observed between the wt and mutant RNA. The gel is representative of three 

independentt experiments. (B) Densitograms of the gel shown in (A) highlighting DMS modification in 

thee bulge (left column) and loop (right column) regions. 

modificationn by DMS and kethoxal, respectively, which is consistent with the C30-G34 cross-

loopp base pair (Critchley et al, 1993;Richter et al.. 2002a;Kulinski et al.. 2003). Within the 

TARR stem, the two single nucleotide bulges C5 and A17 are readily identified by DMS and 

DEPCC reactivity (Figure 2A. lanes 3 and 4). Bases U24 and U25 within the bulge are also 

DMS-reactive,, whereas U23 is only weakly reactive (Figure 2A, lane 3). The weak reactivity 

off  U23 is in agreement with previous NMR studies, which demonstrated that U23 is stacked 

onn top of the A22-U40 base pair (Puglisi et al.. 1992;Aboul-ela el al, 1995;Aboul-ela et al, 

1996;Longg et al, 1999). We observed a significant DMS reactivity of A22, which forms a 

basee pair with L'40. Residue A22 has previously been shown to react with DEPC and DMS 

(Weekss et al. 1991). and NMR analyses indicated that the A22-U40 base pair has a distorted 

geometryy with a widened major groove (Aboul-cla et al. 1995;Aboul-ela et al.. 1996). 
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Eachh mutant maintains the characteristic reactivity profile of the TAR hairpin, e.g. 

reactivityy of the single nucleotide bulges C5 and A17, U24 and U25 in the three-nucleotide 

bulgee and G32 and G33 in the apical loop (Figure 2A). However, significant differences were 

observedd in the extent of modification of residues 22 and 31. The U31C substitution in mutant 

11 results in a significantly stronger reactivity of A22 as compared to the bulge residues U24 

andd U25 in the wild type TAR (Figure 2B, bulge: compare wild type and mutant 1). This 

resultt is consistent with the disruption of an interaction between residues 22 and 31. In 

addition,, there is a dramatic decrease in reactivity of C31 in mutant 2 compared with mutant 1 

(Figuree 5B). The protection of residue 31 in mutant 2 indicates that a base triple interaction 

hass indeed been reconstituted in this mutant (Figure 2B, loop: compare mutant 1 and mutant 

2).. Analysis of mutants 3 and 4 showed only subtle increases in the reactivity of U31, but this 

iss nonetheless in agreement with a disrupted interaction between A22 and U31. 

Promoterr  activity and Tat-binding properties of mutant TAR constructs 

Wee next investigated the effect of the mutations in TAR on its role in viral gene expression. 

C33AA cells were transiently transfected with wild type and mutant LTR-luciferase reporter 

plasmidss with and without a Tat expressing plasmid. Differences in the transfection efficiency 

weree controlled for by using the dual luciferase system. Wild type LTR activity with Tat was 

sett at 100% (Figure 3A), corresponding to a 13-fold Tat-induction (Figure 3B). Each of the 

TARR mutants supports Tat-mediated trans-activation, but the efficiency is significantly 

reducedd compared with the wild type. Among the TAR mutants, mutant 2 with the 

reconstitutedd (G22-C40)C31 triple shows the highest Tat-response and it reaches a wild-type 

levell  of 13-fold trans-activation (Figure 3B), Mutants 1, 3 and 4 with a disrupted base triple 

exhibitt an approximate 8-fold response. Thus, the reconstituted mutant 2 is more active than 

mutantss 1 and 3, which contain the individual mutations present in mutant 2. These results 

supportt a role for the (A22-U40)U31 base triple in HIV-1 gene expression. 

Wee also investigated the ability of the wild-type and mutant TAR hairpins to bind Tat. 

Noo differences were observed in Tat-affinity between the wild type and mutant TAR elements 

inn band shift assays with a thirteen amino acid Tat peptide (Figure 3C). Additional titrations 

withh this peptide and an E. coli expressed recombinant form of the Tat protein did not yield 

detectablee differences in Tat-binding affinity (results not shown). This is consistent with 

previouss studies in which similar TAR mutants were shown to have essentially no effect on 

Tatt binding (Weeks et al., 1991;Weeks et al, 1992;Delling etal., 1992;Churcher et al., 1993). 

Thus,, we cannot correlate the defects in LTR promoter activity with reduced Tat-affinity of 
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Figur ee 3. Analysis of Tat-mediated trans-
activationn of LTR-luciferase constructs with the 
wtt and mutant TAR elements. (A) Relative 
promoterr activit ies with and without co-
transfectionn of a Tat-expressing plasmid. The 
luciferasee activity measured in C33A cells for 
thee wt construct with Tat was set at 100%. The 
resultss are (he average of six independent 
transfections.. (B) Tat-mediated fold induction of 
thee LTR promoter with wt and mutant TAR 
elements.. (C) Binding of Tat peptide to wt and 
mutantt TAR elements as analyzed by mobility 
shiftt experiments. Arrows indicate the position 
off  free TAR and the TAR-Tat complex. 

Figur ee 4. Structure modeling of the H1V-1 
TARR hairpin. (A) Major groove view of the 
TARR apical loop with C30-G34 hydrogen 
bondss shown as dashed lines. Phosphate 
backbonee atoms are shown in orange, oxygen 
andd nitrogen from bases are highlighted in red. 
(B)) Detailed view of the proposed (A22-
U31)U400 base triple interaction. Triplet bases 
aree highlighted in green. (C) Overall view of 
thee TAR hairpin with the C30-G34 base pair 
andd the (A22-U40)U31 triple in a ribbon 
representation.. Guanines are shown in green, 
uracilss in red. adenines in blue and cytosines in 
cyan.. (Appendix VII.1) 

thee TA R mutants. This suggests that the role of the (A22-U40)U31 base triple in H1V-1 gene 

expressionn acts at a level distinct from Tat binding. 
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Modelingg the (A22-U40)U31 tripl e in the free TAR hairpin 

Thee (A22-U40)U31 base triple is most likely exists in the tree TAR hairpin as it is known to 

bee highly bent, such that the loop comes in close proximity to the bulge (Aboul-ela et al, 

1995;Aboul-elaa et al, 1996;Huq et al., 1999;A1 Hashimi et al, 2002). To assess whether 

formationn of the (A-U)U triple in the TAR hairpin is physically possible, we sought to model 

thiss interaction using the available structural data on TAR (Aboul-ela et al., 1996;Long et al., 

1999),, In addition to the published NOE restraints (Aboul-ela et al, 1996), we introduced 

distancee restraints to calculate conformers with i) efficient C30-G34 pairing (GCcross) and ii) 

GCLTDSSS together with a (A22-U40)U31 base triple interaction ((A-U)U+CGcross, see Figure 4 

andd supplementary material). The presence of a cross-loop base pair between residues C30 

andd G34 was suggested by several studies and is consistent with our current structure probing 

resultss (Critchley et a!., 1993;Nifosi et al., 2000;Richter et al, 2002a;Kulinski et al, 2003). 

Forr the GCLTÜSS base pair, we implemented classical GC base pairing restraints with loose 

borderss (S3). We faced more uncertainty on how to build up the base triple interaction. 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, based on the available TAR structures and the geometry of known (A-U)U 

triples,, we chose to impose loose NOE restraints to bring U31 towards the A22 Hoogsteen 

side.. U40 was kept paired to A22 in a Watson-Crick fashion with large distance borders (S4). 

Inn the ensembles of converged structures for both CGcross and (A-U)U+CGcrüss, the 

NOEss and dihedral experimental restraints were fully respected, with no NOE violation (> 

0.5A)) and no dihedral violation (> 2°). All short 1H-1H distances (< 5 A) were carefully 

checkedd to see whether they could be accounted for. For the CG^0" set, no inconsistencies 

betweenn the experimental NOEs and the back-calculated distances were observed. For (A-

U)U+CGCTOSS,, a small number of short sugar-sugar distances between C29 and C39 were 

observedd in some of the derived models. In conclusion, in each independent CGcro5S and (A-

U)U+CGcrosss ensemble, we found molecules that fully fulfilled the distance restraints criteria 

derivedd from the previous experimental NMR restraints (Aboul-ela et al, 1996;Long et al, 

1999). . 

NMRR chemical shifts (CCS) are meaningful parameters to cross-validate the local 

conformationn of RNA structures as they can be predicted with high reliability (Wijmenga et 

al.,, 1997;Cromsigt et al., 2001). As proton assignments of the free TAR element are available 

(Longg et al, 1999) we investigated whether our calculated structures agree with the 

experimentall  CCS data set (see Material & Methods). For the Aboul-Ela (Aboul-ela et al, 

1996),, CGcross and (A-U)U+CG':rüSS structural ensembles, we observed good agreement 

betweenn the back-calculated and experimental CCS for residues in the helical parts (see SI). 
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Interestingly,, the implementation (A22-U40)U31 triple interaction leads to highly bent 

conformerss for which the CCS prediction of the Tat binding pocket is better than what is 

derivedd for the helical stems: considering the Aboul-Ela, CGcmSi and (A-U)U+CGLross models, 

thee mean deviation for the bulge is respectively 0.20, 0.21 and 0.14 ppm (see SI). The loop 

CCSS shows a somewhat higher deviation (0.2-0.3 ppm; see SI),which is likely to be due to 

thee presence of multiple conformations (Long et al., 1999). An interesting case is the loop 

residuee U31: for the Aboul-Ela and (A-U)U+CGeross models, the U31 CCS deviation is 0.07 

andd 0.37 ppm respectively. A closer analysis of the Aboul-Ela models showed that in many of 

thee structures, TJ31 points towards the major groove of the loop allowing efficient stacking on 

topp of C30 and leading to higher ring-current effects. In the CGcro" or (A-U)U+CGcrüSS 

models,, when we considered only conformers with this kind of loop folding, U31 CCS 

becamee very well predicted (-0,1 ppm, S2). In this subset, the prediction for other loop 

residuess (C29 to C36) were as good as, and in some cases better than, the published structures 

(Aboul-elaa et al., 1996)(S2). In summary, the C30-G34 cross-loop base pair and the (A22-

U40)U311 triple are consistent with all structural information derived by solution NMR studies 

onn the free TAR element, although no direct evidence for the hydrogen bonds are observed. 

Sincee the free TAR structure is considerably flexible it is possible that both the cross-loop 

basee pair and the triple are present transiently. 

RNAA structure probing of free and Tat-bound TAR 

Too identify structural differences between the free and Tat-bound forms of TAR, we 

performedd RNA structure probing with and without an arginine-rich 13 amino acid Tat 

peptidee (Figure 5). Upon binding of the Tat peptide, several changes in the TAR RNA 

structuree arc apparent (Figure 5B, lanes 3 and 5). To highlight changes for the bulge and loop 

regions,, we plotted the reactivity profiles in Figure 5C, D and E. As expected, bulge residues 

U23,, U24 and U25 are strongly protected from DMS modification by the Tat peptide (Figure 

5C).. The reactivity of A22 is also lost, which is in agreement with the notion that the A22-

U400 base pair adopts a canonical Watson-Crick geometry that stacks coaxially with G26-C39 

uponn binding of Tat (Long et a/., 1999). However, we cannot exclude the possibility that A22 

iss protected by the peptide itself. Differential reactivity is also observed in the TAR loop upon 

bindingg of the Tat peptide. U31 is protected from DMS by the Tat peptide (Figure 5D) and 

residuess G32 and G33 are more reactive to kethoxal in the presence of Tat (Figure 5E). 

indicatingg that binding of Tat to the bulge influences the conformation of the loop. The Tat-

mediatedd protection of U31 suggests a direct interaction of the arginine-rich peptide with the 
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Figuree 5. Footprinting analysis of TAR in the presence of a Tat-derived peptide. (A) Secondary 

structuree model of the TAR hairpin as present in the HIV-I subtype B LAI isolate. (B) Chemical 

structuree probing of TAR RNA in the absence and presence of Tat-peptide. Reactions correspond to 

untreatedd RNA (U, lane 1), DMS modification (lanes 2 and 3) and kethoxal modification (lanes 4 and 

5)) in the absence or presence of Tat peptide, as indicated on top of the lanes. Arrows indicate 

nucleotidess that display differential modification upon Tat binding and these residues arc marked in 

panell  A. (C)-E Densitograms of the structure probing results highlighting DMS reactivity in the bulge 

regionn (C). DMS reactivity in the loop region (D) and kethoxal reactivity in the loop region (E). Thin 

blackk lines correspond to the untreated control and Tat unbound and bound RNA is represented by 

thickk black and thick grey lines, respectively. 

TARR loop. In fact, a Tat-dcpcndent footprint in the TAR loop has been observed previously in 

assayss with ribonucleases A and T l . in which case protection may be due to stcric hindrance 

(Harperr and Logsdon. 1991). Because we observed the same effect with small chemical 

probess it is likely that protection of U31 is due to a direct interaction with Tat. 

Sitee specific cross-linkin» of free and Tat-bound TAR 

Too further investigate the possibility that L'31 interacts directly with the arginine-rich motif in 

thee Tat-TAR binary complex, we performed a site-specific cross-linking experiment. A 27-
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Figuree 6. Site specific cross-linking of TAR with a 4-thiouridine at loop residue 31 in the absence and 

presencee of Tat peptide. (A) The 27-mer TAR hairpin with the modified loop residue. (B) Separation 

off  cross-linked products on a 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Samples correspond to TAR RNA 

withoutt UV exposure (lane 1), TAR RNA after UV exposure in the absence (lane 2) and presence 

(lanee 3) of Tat peptide. Three cross-linked species were identified and excised from the gel (XI . X2 

andd X3). Cross-link X3 appears as a smear on this gel. but was observed as a discrete band on shorter 

exposuress (lane 3*). (C) Mapping of the cross-linked bases by partial hydrolysis of 5' end-labeled 

RNA.. Control lanes include a Tl digestion showing the guanosine residues (lane 1) and a partial 

hydrolysiss ladder of uncross-linked TAR RNA (lane 2). 
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oligomerr comprising the top part of TAR with a photo reactive 4-thiouridine at position 31 

wass synthesized (Figure 6A). UV-induced cross-linking was performed with j2P end-labeled 

RNAA in the absence and presence of the Tat peptide. The samples were loaded on a 

denaturingg polyacrylamide gel to identify and to excise cross-linked species (Figure 6B). 

Cross-linkingg of the free TAR RNA produced two slow-migrating species, termed XI and X2 

(Figuree 6B, lane 2). Without UV exposure no cross-linked species were obtained (Fig 6B, 

lanee 1). This result indicates that U31 cross-links to sites within the TAR RNA in the absence 

off  Tat, which would be consistent with the involvement of U31 in the (A22-U40)U31 base 

triplee of free TAR. In principal, these cross-links could also be intermolecular, but we have 

nott observed a significant amount of TAR dimers on native gels to support this possibility 

(resultss not shown). The cross-linked product X2 is specifically lost in the presence of Tat 

peptide,, indicating that it corresponds to an interaction that is specific for free TAR RNA 

(Figuree 6B, lane 3). A novel fast migrating cross-linked species X3 is observed with Tat, 

suggestingg that it is an RNA-protein cross-link (Figure 6B, lane 3). Indeed, the migration of 

thiss cross-linking product was sensitive to treatment with proteinase K (result not shown). The 

X33 species appears as a smear, but it migrates as a discrete band that is distinct from the 

uncross-11 inked RNA on shorter exposures (Figure 6B, lane 3*). 

Too identify the sites that cross-link to U31, we performed partial hydrolysis of the gel-

excisedd cross-link products. RNAse Tl digestion and partial alkaline hydrolysis of uncross-

linkedd TAR were performed to provide an RNA sequence ladder (Figure 6C, lanes 1 and 2). 

Thee hydrolysis ladder of the XI and X2 samples covers the entire length of the molecule 

(Figuree 6C, lanes 3 and 4). The same result was obtained when the RNA was labeled at the 3' 

endd instead of the 5' end (result not shown). Since there is no gap in the hydrolysis ladders of 

XII  and X2, the residues involved in these cross-links could not be identified. This could be 

duee to the nature of the covalent bond formed upon cross-linking, which may be as 

susceptiblee to hydrolysis as the RNA phosphate backbone. The hydrolysis ladder of X3 

terminatess at the position of the 4-thiouridine cross-linker, U31. The 3' end-labeled sample 

alsoo yielded a stop at position 31 (not shown), demonstrating that U31 is indeed the position 

att which the cross-link occurred. Together, these results indicate that the cross-linked product 

X3,, which is uniquely observed in the presence of the Tat peptide, represents an RNA-protein 

cross-link.. Thus, U31 must be in close proximity to Tat in the Tat-TAR binary complex. 
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DISCUSSION N 

Wee provide evidence for a new (A22-U40)U31 base triple in the free HIV-1 TAR hairpin. 

Thiss base triple is different from the one observed upon binding of Tat, which involves the 

bulgee residue U23 and the A27-U38 base pair. Thus, our results suggest that TAR has the 

abilityy to adopt two different base triples, one in the absence and one in the presence of Tat. 

Bindingg of Tat is known to cause a reorientation of the TAR structure such that the helical 

bendd is straightened and the bulge is looped out from the coaxially stacked stems (Figure 7). 

Thiss change in the tertiary structure of TAR may ensure that the (A22-U40)U3I triple is 

disruptedd as the (A27-U38)U23 triple is formed. This offers the intriguing possibility that 

HIV-11 gene expression requires a tertiary structure switch between two mutually exclusive 

basee triples in TAR. 

Thee evidence we provide for the (A22-U40)U31 triple in the free TAR RNA derives 

fromm comparative sequence analysis, RNA structure probing, molecular modeling and trans-

activationn assays. Several previous reports are also consistent with this Tat-independent base 

triplee in TAR. For instance, NMR studies positioned the loop in the vicinity of the bulge due 

too the helical bending that is induced by the stacked bulge conformation in free TAR (Aboul-

elaa et aL, 1996;A1 Hashimi et aL, 2002), Furthermore, the A22-U40 base pair in free TAR is 

knownn to adopt an unusual conformation with a widened major groove (Weeks et aL, 

1991;Aboul-elaeff  a/., 1995;Aboul-ela et aL, 1996). It has also been reported that tethering of 

ann Fe-EDTA chelate to U24 in the TAR bulge yields cleavages in the apical loop (Huq et aL, 

1999)) and metal ion induced cleavages of free TAR have been mapped to the loop and bulge 

(Olejniczakk et al., 2002). We observed that implementing the (A22-U40)U31 triple during 

structuree modeling causes a major bend in the TAR hairpin. As the induced distortion is 

partiallyy absorbed by the three-nucleotide bulge, the formation of the triple appears correlated 

withh the structural changes in the bulge. This suggests that the conformational dynamics of 

thee bulge observed in previous studies (Aboul-ela et a!., 1996;Long etai, 1999;A1 Hashimi et 

aL,aL, 2002) may be explained by the ability of free TAR to adopt both the bent conformer in 

whichh the (A22-U40)U31 triple can form and the straight conformer with the (A27-U38)U23 

triplee in solution. 

Mutationall  disruption of the (A22-U40)U31 base triple diminishes reporter activity in 

LTR-luciferasee assays, which is rescued in the mutant with a reconstituted (G22-C40)C31 

triplee that is also present in natural HIV-1 isolates of the O group. We note that the reporter 

activityy of all the mutants was only moderately reduced compared to wild type TAR. It is 

thereforee unlikely that these mutations have a severe impact on the interaction of TAR with 
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BentBent (-Tat) StraightStraight (+Tat) 

Figuree 7. Structure models for the bent and straight conformations of the HIV-1 TAR hairpin. (A) The 

bentt TAR structure with the (A22-U40)U3 1 triple can fold in the absence of the Tat protein and is 

derivedd from the structure modeling described in the text. (B) A straight conformer of TAR bound by 

thee Tat-mimic argininamide (Puglisi et a/., 1992). which forms the (A27-U38)U23 base triple. 

(Appendixx VII.II ) 

Tat.. Indeed, none of the mutants have a defect in binding of the Tat peptide, which is 

consistentt with previous studies (Weeks et a/., 1991;Weeks et a/., 1992;Delling et al., 

1992;Churchcrr et a/.. 1993). This suggests that the bent TAR conformation with the (A22-

U40)U311 triple affects steps in HIV-1 gene expression other than Tat-mediated trans-

activation.. The base triple that we propose may constitute a binding site for a cellular protein 

involvedd in HIV-1 gene expression, but this need not necessarily be a component of the 

transcriptionall  machinery. For example, the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 (eIF2) 

bindss to TAR in a structure-specific manner and mutational disruption of this interaction 

decreasess the translational efficiency (Ben Asouli et al.. 2000). 

Wee observed that binding of a Tat peptide to TAR results in protection of the bulge 

residuess from chemical modification and this coincides with differential reactivities in the 
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apicall  loop. Loop residue U31 is protected from chemical modification in the presence of the 

peptidee and subsequent cross-linking experiments indicated that this loop residue is in close 

proximityy to the peptide. In previous studies, cross-linking of a 4-thiouridine substituted TAR 

att position 31, identical to the RNA used in this study, was performed with an 86 amino acid 

Tatt protein (Richter ei al., 2002b) and a 35 amino acid Tat-derived peptide (Wang et al., 

1999).. Since we used a 13 amino acid Tat-derived peptide, we can narrow the loop-protein 

interactionn down to the arginine-rich motif in Tat, which is consistent with the proposal that 

Arg577 contacts U31 in the apical loop (Wang et al., 1999). The study of Richter and co-

workerss indicates that TAR cross-links less efficiently to Tat than to cyclin Tl , which binds to 

thee TAR loop (Richter et ai, 2002b). The interaction of Tat with the loop may thus be rather 

weak,, which is consistent with reports showing that mutations in the TAR loop have a 

negligiblee effect on the affinity for Tat (Dingwall et al., 1990;Roy et al., 1990;Sumner-Smith 

ett al., 1991). Interestingly, a recent in vivo study proposed an interaction of Tat with the TAR 

loop,, based on swapping experiments with the equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV) Tat 

proteinn and TAR RNA (Lund et al, 2003). 

Wee propose that the highly bent structure of the HIV-1 TAR hairpin in the absence of 

Tatt coincides with the formation of a (A22-U40)U31 base triple. Binding of Tat to TAR 

resultss in disruption of this triple by straightening of the hairpin, causing a reorientation of the 

A22-U400 base pair and shielding of U31 by the protein. Furthermore, Tat facilitates the 

formationn of the base triple involving residues U23, A27 and U38. We cannot currently 

foreseee how such a tertiary structure switch may be operational in the biology of HIV-1. In 

particular,, it is unclear whether the (A22-U40)U31 triple is functional prior to or after the 

interactionn of the Tat protein with TAR. Identification of a factor that specifically binds the 

bentt TAR structure may shed light on this intriguing new feature of the HIV-1 TAR element. 
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MATERIAL SS AND METHOD S 

Comparativee sequence analysis 

Sequencess of different HIV-1 isolates were obtained from the HIV database at Los Alamos 

(http://-web.lanl.gov/).. Only isolates with a complete TAR sequence were considered in the 

analysis,, yielding a total of 722 sequences from most of the prevailing HIV-1 subtypes. 

Plasmidd constructs 

Thee pBlue3'LTR-luc plasmid contains an Xhol-HindU] fragment of the HIV-1 LAI proviral 

DNA,, encoding the complete U3 region, the transcription start site (+1) and R sequences up 

too position +82, coupled to the Firefly luciferase reporter gene (Jeeninga et at., 2000). For 

mutationn of the TAR hairpin, a PCR was performed with the primer LAI5'X (5'CAT TCT 

AGAA TGG AAG GGC TAA TTC ACT CCC 3') and one of the following a mutagenic 

primerss (substituted nucleotides underlined): R80/16WT 5'-GCT TTA TTG AGG CTT AAG 

CAGG TGG GTT CCC TAG TTA GCC AGA GAG CTC CCA GGC TCA AAT CTG GTC-

3',, R80/61MUT1, 5'-GCT TTA TTG AGG CTT AAG CAG TGG GTT CCC TAG TTA 

GCCC AGA GAG CTC CCG GGC TCA AAT CTG GTC-3', R80/61MUT2 5'-GCT TTA 

TTGG AGG CTT AAG CAG TGG GTT CCC TAG TTA GCC AGG GAG CTC CCG GGC 

TCAA AAC CTG GTC-3', R80/61MUT3 5'-GCT TTA TTG AGG CTT AAG CAG TGG 

GTTT CCC TAG TTA GCC AGG GAG CTC CCA GGC TCA AAC CTG GTC-3', 

R80/61MUT44 5'- GCT TTA TTG AGG CTT AAG CAG TGG GTT CCC TAG TTA GCC 

AG!!  GAG CTC CCA GGC TCA AAA CTG GTC - 3'. The PCR fragments were digested 

withh Bfrl and DraUl and cloned in the corresponding sites of pBlue3'LTR-luc. All mutations 

weree verified by sequence analysis. The pRL-CMV plasmid contains the Renilla luciferase 

reporterr gene under the control of the CMV promoter and is used as an internal control 

reporterr plasmid in transfection assays. pcDNA3-Tat expresses the HIV-1 LAI Tat gene from 

thee CMV promoter (Verhoefetal., 1997). 

RNAA structure probing 

Forr chemical structure probing, 2 ug of in vitro synthesized RNA corresponding to the first 80 

nucleotidess of HIV-1 transcripts (1-80) was dissolved in water and heated to 80°C. Tubes 

weree then placed in a 60°C water bath, buffer was added and the solution was allowed to 

slowlyy cool to 37ÜC. Final solutions contained 50 mM Na Cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2), 1.0 
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mMM MgCl2, 1 niM DTT and 10% glycerol in a total volume of 100 ui. In footprinting 

experiments,, 5 jig of the BI 3 Tat peptide was added. A volume of 1.0 ul of DMS, DEPC or 

kethoxall  was added and allowed to react for 5 min (DMS) or 15 min (DEPC and kethoxal). 

Reactionss were stopped by addition of 5 JJ.1 of total E.coli tRNA (10 ug/ul. The samples were 

treatedd with proteinase K and SDS to remove protein and subsequently precipitated with 

ammoniumm acetate and ethanol. The precipitated RNA was dissolved in 10 ul water, of which 

22 ul was used for primer extension. The primer R80/61 anneals to nucleotides 61-80 of the 

transcript.. Reverse transcription with AMV Reverse Transcriptase was performed as 

describedd previously (Huthoff and Berkhout, 2001). Samples were precipitated and loaded on 

aa 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The intensity of RT stops caused by base modification 

wass analyzed on a Storm 860 phosphorimager. 

Cellss and transfection 

Transfectionn of C33A was performed by the calcium phosphate method as previously 

describedd (Das et al., 1999). The transcriptional activity of the wild-type and TAR-mutated 

HIV-11 LTRs was determined by transfection of C33A cells with 20 ng wild type or mutant 

TARR pBlue3'LTR-luc, 2.5 ng pRL-CMV, with or without 30 ng pcDNA3-Tat and 1.0 ug of 

thee empty pBluescript. At two days after transfection, cells were isolated by centrifugation at 

2600 g for 10 min. The Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System was used to determine the 

Fireflyy and Renilla luciferase levels. 

Tatt  protein band shifts 

Forr protein band shifts we used the Consensus B Tat-13 peptide with the sequence H-Arg-

Lys-Lys-Arg-Arg-Gln-Arg-Arg-Arg-Pro-Gln-Asp-Ser-Gln-OH.. The peptide was dissolved in 

waterr to a concentration of 1 u.g/u.1 and aliquots were stored at -80°C. Radiolabeled TAR 

RNAA (250 ng) was refolded by heating to 80°C, addition of Tat binding buffer (25 mM Tris-

HC11 pH 7.5, 100 mM KC1, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 10% glycerol) and subsequent slow 

coolingg from 60°C to 37UC. Tat peptide (0.5 ug) was added at 37°C and incubated for 30 min. 

Thee total volume of the samples was 10 ul. After the incubation, an equal volume of loading 

bufferr was added and samples were analyzed on 4% no-denaturing polyacrylamide gel (0.25 x 

TBE)) that was run at room temperature. 
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Structur ee modeling 

Thee 20 deposited TAR structures (Aboul-ela et ai, 1996), as well as their enclosed data set 

(RCSBB website AN: 1ANR), were used as starting material. We considered three different 

casess in our structure modeling. First, we used the published NMR structural restraints to 

ensuree that calculated structures display similar space sampling and RMSD as the published 

structurall  ensemble. Second, additional restraints were introduced to allow C30-G34 base 

pairingg in a Watson-Crick fashion <GCcross). Third, the C30-G34 pair was formed in 

combinationn with the base-triple type involving residues A22, U31 and U40 ((A-

U)U+GCcross).. In addition to the NMR experimental restraints, mild planarity was imposed on 

basee paired residues to ensure better helical twist parameters and to prevent possible base 

distortionn (see S3 and S4). In each case, 100 molecules were calculated via the following 

simulatedd annealing protocol: The starting structures were submitted to a torsion angle 

dynamicc (TAD) protocol performed with XPLOR version 3.851 (Brunger, 1992). 

Temperaturee was raised from 300K to 20000K in 40 steps (total duration of 30 psec), with a 

stepwisee increase of NOE energy from 5 to 150 KcaLmol^.A"2. The initial steps, carried out 

underr low NOE energy, ensured randomization of the backbone angle but kept the structures 

partiallyy folded. During a slow cooling period, the temperature was scaled down to 1000K, 

keepingg high NOE energy (150 Kcal.mol'.A  2) and low dihedral force constant (5 Kcal.mol" 

.radd ). After switching to Cartesian space, the system was submitted to 3psec restrained 

molecularr dynamic (rMD) during which the molecules were cooled down to 300K, the NOE 

andd dihedral energy terms were respectively re-scaled to 50 Kcal.mol"l.A"2 and 200 Kcal.mol 

.rad"".. A last step of 2psec of rMD at 300K was carried out for equilibration with the final 

energyy term values and calculation was concluded by 1000 steps of Powell minimization. 

Convergencee of models 

Whenn the C30-G34 base pair was imposed alone, 59 out of 100 structures respected the 

acceptancee criteria, i.e. no NOE violation > 0.5 A and no dihedral violation > 2°. When the 

cross-loopp and triple interactions were imposed simultaneously, 28 out of 100 structures 

convergedd to low energies with no restraint violations. For (A-UyU+GC"035, the NOE energy 

termm was on average 2 times higher than for GCtross, i.e. -60 KcaLmof' instead of -30 

Kcal.mol""  . The two final sets of structures consist of the 20 best models according to the 

lowestt global energy and the absence of structural restraint violations. In both families of 

convergedd models, the RMSD for the first stem (residues 17-21/41-45) remains around 1.00 
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A.. A similar RMSD was calculated for the upper stem (residues 26-29/36-39) in the GCcr0S5 

ensemble.. For the (A-U)U+GCcross ensemble, a slightly larger RMSD was obtained for this 

stem.. Nevertheless, it was scaled down to ~1.00 A when we considered the 15 best structures 

insteadd of 20. The definition of the lower part of loop (29-30/34-36) was significantly 

improvedd by distance restraints imposed on residues C30 and G34, with an RMSD of-1.2 A. 

'H- ' HH distance validation 

Too validate the consistency of the structural ensembles with the published TAR NMR data 

set,, we checked whether the GCT0SS and (A-U)U+GCcross restraints would introduce short non-

exchangeablee proton-proton distances not described in the previous NMR studies (Long et al, 

1999).. MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996) was used to extract all non-exchangeable 'H - 'H 

distancess < 5 A among the 3 ensembles. Every short distance observed in at least 50% of the 

moleculess of the ensemble was considered as being observable by a NOESY type experiment. 

Inn the absence of a match between the observed NOE and and back-calculated distances, we 

subsequentlyy checked if such a short distance was also present in the published TAR 20 

structuress ensemble (1ANR). If so, it was considered as non-conflicting with the previous 

studies. . 

Chemicall  Shifts Analysis 

Thee reliability of the structural ensembles was also assessed by NMR chemical shifts (CSS) 

prediction.. CCS were back-calculated from the structures with NUCHEMICS, considering 

ring-currentt effects, magnetic-anisotropy terms, and ignoring charge contribution (Wijmenga 

etet al, 1997;Cromsigt et al, 2001). Each proton shift, calculated for every converged 

molecule,, was averaged among the ensemble of 20 calculated structures. Absolute deviation 

off  back-calculated (CCSbaek) from the experimental chemical shifts (CCS"P) was computed 

forr each nucleotide and normalised to one proton (See SI and S2). 

Sitee specific cross-linking 

Thee 27 mer TAR RNA ( 5' CCA GAU UUG AGC CU*G GGA GCU CUC UGG 3', U* 

beingg 4-thiouridine) was purchased from Eurogentec. This RNA was 51 end labeled with the 

Ambionn Kinasemax kit and 3' end labeled with NEB T4 RNA ligase according to the 

manufacturerss instructions. End-labeled RNA was excised from a 12% denaturing 

polyacrylamidee gel and eluted from the gel slice by overnight incubation in 400 ul TBE at 
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4°C.. After ethanol-precipitation and washing, the RNA was dissolved in 15 |ul nuclease-free 

water.. The RNA (2 ug) was refolded by heating to 80ÜC, addition of Tat binding buffer and 

subsequentt slow cooling from 60°C to 37°C. Tat peptide (5 ug ) was added at 37°C and the 

samplee {total volume 25 ul) was incubated for 30 min. For cross-linking, the samples were 

placedd on ice and exposed to UV light of 366 nm for 20 min. The UV source was placed 

directlyy at the opening of the Eppendorf tubes. After UV exposure, the samples were treated 

withh proteinase K7SDS to remove protein. Samples were loaded on a 12 % polyacrylamide 

gell  from which cross-linked and non-cross-linked RNA species were excised. To identify the 

cross-linkk position, Tl sequencing and partial hydrolysis reactions were performed as 

describedd previously (Hargittai et al., 2001). These samples were analyzed on an 18% 

denaturingg polyacrylamide gel, which was exposed on a Storm 860 phosphorimager and 

analyzedd with Imagequant software. 
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Supplementaryy Materials 

SI. . 

Lowerr  stem 

Res.:: 19,20,21,22, 

40,411 42,43 

Bulge e 

Res.:: 23, 24, 25 

Upperr  stem 

Res.:: 26, 27, 28,29 

36,, 37,38,39 

Loop p 

Res.:: 30, 31, 32, 33, 

34,35 5 

Aboul-Elaa et al 

models s 

0.15 5 

0.20 0 

0.19 9 

0.19 9 

CGcrosss models 

0.16 6 

0.21 1 

0.19 9 

0.21 1 

CGcross+(A-U)U U 

tripl ee models 

0.22 2 

0.14 4 

0.19 9 

0.29 9 

0.21* * 

Meann CCS deviation per structural element, in ppm. 

*valuee obtained when we considered only conformers with U31 pointing towards the major 

groovee of the loop (see S2). 

Absolutee deviation (DEV) of back-calculated chemical shifts (CCS~ac) respect to experimental 

chemicall  shifts (CCtfxp) was averaged among 20 molecules of the considered structural 

ensemblee and normalized to one proton per residue. 

DEVDEV = y\yl-—'- p  x— 
è\jkè\jk P ) M 

P== number of protons per nucleotide. 

M== number of molecules in the considered structural ensemble. 

Thee resulting DEV value (in ppm) per residue was subsequently averaged over residues of 

eachh structural element (stems, loop, bulge). 

Onee has to mentioned that the experimental shifts were derived from a sequence one base-

pairr shorter than the one used by Aboul-Ela et al (1996). As a consequence, the prediction for 

thee first paired residues G18/C44 displays a global average deviation of 0.25 ppm among all 

structurall  ensembles instead of an expected value of-0.1-0.15 ppm (Cromsigt et al, 2001). 
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S2. . 

0.400 0 

II Sum ABS(Crolhers-Varani) 

ii Subsel CGcross - (A-U)U U31 in major groove 

S2.. Same as SI but considering only converged molecules from the (A-U)U+CGcross ensemble 

andd displaying a U3l pointing towards the major groove of TAR apical loop. Loop residues 

300 to 35. 

Colorr coding: 

1.. Blue: Aboul-Ela models (l996; PDB access lANR). 

2.. Red: only (A-U)U+CGcross models with U3l pointing towards the apical loop major 

groove e 
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S3.. Additional restraints introduced to form C30-G34 base pairing. 

Distances s 

'.Watson-Crick'.Watson-Crick C30-G34 

assignassign (resid 34 and name Nl) (resid 30 and name N3) 2.900.25 0.35 

assignassign (resid 34 and name N2) (resid 30 and name 02) 2.950.31 0.22 

assignassign (resid 34 and name 06) (resid 30 and name N4) 2.95 0.31 0.22 

!A22!A22 U40from Lang and Crothers (1999) 

assignassign (resid 40 and name N3) (resid 22 and name Nl) 3.000.25 1.00 

assignassign (resid 40 and name H3) (resid 22 and name Nl) 2.00 0.25 2.00 

Planarityy restraints 

group group 

selection=((nof(selection=((nof( name P or name OIP or name 02P or name 05' 

oror name C5' or name H5' or name H5" or name C4' 

oror name H4' or name 04' or name CI' or name HI' or name C2' 

oror name H2 " or name 02' or name H2' or name C3' or name H3' 

oror name 03') and residue 30 ) 

oror (not( name P or name OIP or name 02P or name 05' or name H5T 

oror name 05T or name C5' or name H5' or name H5" or name C4' 

oror name H4' or name 04' orname C1' or name HI' or name C2' 

oror name H2 " or name 02' or name H2' or name C3' or name H3' 

oror name 03') and residue 34)) 

weight=2 weight=2 

end end 

end end 
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S4.. Additional restraints applied to form C30-G34 base pairing together with (A22-U40)U31 

basee triple interaction. 

Distances s 

'Hoogsteen'Hoogsteen U31 A22 

assignassign (resid 31 and name N3) (resid 22 and name N7) 3.00 0.25 1.00 

assignassign (resid 31 and name H3) (resid 22 and name N7) 2.00 0.25 2.00 

assignassign (resid 31 and name 04) (resid 22 and name N6) 3.000.25 1.00 

assignassign (resid 31 and name 04) (resid 22 and name H6#) 2.00 0.25 2.00 

'Watson-Crick'Watson-Crick C30-G34 

assignassign (resid 34 and name Nl) (resid 30 and name N3) 

assignassign (resid 34 and name N2) (resid 30 and name 02) 

assignassign (resid 34 and name 06) (resid 30 and name N4) 

IA22IA22 \J40from Lang and Crothers (1999) 

assignassign (resid 40 and name N3) (resid 22 and name Nl) 

assignassign (resid 40 and name H3) (resid 22 and name Nl) 

Planarityy restraints 

group group 

selection=((not(selection=((not( name P or name 01P or name 02P or name 05' 

oror name C5' or name H5' or name H5" or name C4' 

oror name H4' or name 04' or name CI' or name HI' or name C2' 

oror name H2 " or name 02' or name H2' or name C3' or name H3' 

oror name 03') and residue 22 ) 

oror (not(name P or name OIP or name 02P or name 05' or name H5T 

oror name Ö5Tor name C5' or name H5' or name H5" or name C4' 

oror name H4' or name 04' or name CI' or name HI' or name C2' 

oror name H2 " or name 02' or name H2' or name C3' or name H3' 

oror name 03') and residue 40 ) 

oror (not( name P or name OIP or name 02P or name 05' or name H5T 

oror name OSTor name C5' or name H5' or name H5" or name C4' 

oror name H4' or name 04' or name CI' or name HI' or name C2' 

oror name H2 " or name 02' or name H2' or name C3' or name H3' 

oror name 03') and residue 31)) 

2.902.90 0.25 0.35 

2.952.95 0.31 0.22 

2.952.95 0.31 0.22 

3.003.00 0.25 1.00 

2.002.00 0.25 2.00 
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weight=2 weight=2 

end end 

group group 

selection=((not(selection=((not( name P or name 01P or name 02P or name 05' 

oror name C5' or name H5' or name H5 " or name C4' 

oror name H4' or name 04' or name CI' or name HI' or name C2' 

oror name H2" or name 02' or name H2' or name C3' or name H3' 

oror name 03') and residue 30) 

oror (not( name P or name 01P or name 02P or name 05' or name H5T 

oror name 05Tor name C5' or name H5' or name H5" or name C4' 

oror name H4' or name 04' or name CI' or name HI' or name C2' 

oror name H2 " or name 02' or name H2' or name C3' or name H3' 

oror name 03') and residue 34 )) 

weight=2 weight=2 

end end 
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